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In the seventeenth century, Jean-Baptiste Say wrote “natural resources are inexhaustible because otherwise we would not get them for free. Since 
they can neither be multiplied nor exhausted, they are not the object of economics.“

If there is a tangible economic reality for the businesses of today it is, on the contrary, the strategic position of resources in their development. 
Not only are commodities now strategic, but human and intellectual resources are assigned the essential roles of “human capital” and “intellectual 
capital”.

The new skills and talents of the Internet era are essential for enabling the digital transformation of businesses. If resources become scarce, 
consumer demands and the pace of change in business models do not slow down.

New practices, changes in consumer patterns and technological breakthroughs all put pressure on companies, which must reinvent themselves to 
stay on top of their game.

Transparency and ethical considerations become the norm at all levels of the value chain.

At  Activa Capital, we support committed entrepreneurs: aware of these new risks and opportunities, they are passionate about their business and 
ambitious in their growth plans.

Our desire is to provide them with personalized support and a toolbox for:

■ Executing successful external growth and internationalization strategies;

■ Building companies concerned about current social issues;

■ Adapting to the challenges of digital transformation.

We are convinced that sustainable development, and its implementation in Private Equity and ESG (Environment / Social / Governance), are essential 
for any business aspiring towards a sustainable and creative growth of economic and social value in the long-term.

That is why, for our first ESG report, we have decided to register our investor actions, and those of our businesses, in an impact assessment model: 
the UN Sustainable Development Goals, adopted in 2015.

Registering our approach within this framework seemed relevant in order to realise our daily efforts, faced with the challenges experienced by 
French SMEs in their transformation.

1. our ambition:
Supporting French SMEs in their transformation

 
 

involved in  
sustainable  

development since 

2009

2  
digital transformation 
projects supported in 

2018

 
 

More than  

60 
build-ups  

carried out

charles diehl – partner              christophe parier – partner

http://www.activacapital.com
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Who are we?

a targeted investment approach

our investors

2. introduction to activa capital

■  Activa Capital is a French private equity firm with an active 
growth strategy.

■  Majority or minority investments

■  MBO, MBI, buy out of group subsidiaries, P2P and growth capital

■  Enterprise value ranging from €20m to €200m

■  Average sum of investment is €20m, but can vary between €10m and €40m

Co-founder of Private Equity Network, with 3 leaders in  
European private equity focused on SMEs:

■   ECM (Germany) 
■   Graphite Capital (UK) 
■   and MCH (Spain)

investment type

business size

amount 
invested

11%
uSa & asia

13%
France

76%
Europe

15% 
Family Offices

31% 
Pension funds

21% 
Insurance  

companies

25% 
Financial  

institutions

8%  
SWF

> €500m 
under  

management100%
independent

> 100
investments 

realised

700 M€
raised since 

200360
of which

are build-ups

12
of which

are spin-offs

https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/sdg8
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2. introduction to activa capital
our team

caRolinE bonaRd

• Executive Assistant 

EMMa FRancE 

• ESG &  
Digital Transformation 
Associate

alEXandRE MaSSon

• Partner

cHRiStEllE piatto

• Communications  
& Office Manager

FREdERic SinGER

• Manager

piERRE cHabaud

• Partner

tiMotHéE HéRon  

• Associate

bEnJaMin MoREau

• Partner

daVid QuatREpoint

• Manager

MatHildE SERGEnt

• Manager

cHaRlES diEHl

• Partner

tiana lERoY

• Executive Assistant

cHRiStopHE paRiER

• Partner

MicHaEl diEHl

• Partner

pHilippE latoRRE

• Partner

SébaStiEn péRu
• Finance Director

MatHiEu SiMon

• Deputy Finance Director 

http://www.activacapital.com
mailto:Caroline.bonard@activacapital.com
mailto:Emma.france@activacapital.com
mailto:Alexandre.masson@activacapital.com
mailto:Christelle.piatto@activacapital.com
mailto:Frederic.singer@activacapital.com
mailto:Pierre.chabaud@activacapital.com
mailto:Timothee.heron@activacapital.com
mailto:Benjamin.moreau@activacapital.com
mailto:David.quatrepoint@activacapital.com
mailto:Mathilde.sergent@activacapital.com
mailto:Charles.diehl@activacapital.com
mailto:Tiana.leroy@activacapital.com
mailto:Christophe.parier@activacapital.com
mailto:Michael.diehl@activacapital.com
mailto:Philippe.latorre@activacapital.com
mailto:Sebastien.peru@activacapital.com
mailto:Mathieu.simon@activacapital.com
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3. our commitment to ESG
ESG policy 2017

In 2009, Activa Capital joins five management companies in founding the Sustainable Development Club of France Invest: the professional association 
for private equity in France. Within this group, Activa Capital is contributing to the drafting of France Invest’s first Sustainable Development and 
Private Equity White Paper.

In 2013, Activa Capital publishes its first ESG Charter and pledges to progress and to advance its investments across four areas: optimizing 
environmental impact, responsible management of human resources, exemplary governance, and responsible and social commitment.

In 2017, Activa Capital strives to continuously strengthen and promote this commitment by working daily to develop a dynamic, sustainable 
and resilient economy. Our approach now is to involve each of our stakeholders in this commitment. Just as our job is to support committed 
entrepreneurs, we want to set an example by embodying our vision of the company: innovative, ambitious and responsible.

For more than 8 years, Activa Capital has been committed to ESG: we are convinced that sustainable development is the backbone of SMEs and 
invaluable for building lasting growth. 

 
 

ouR 
inVEStMEntS

 
Propose a dedicated toolbox 

and support to accelerate ESG 
progress and enable business 

transformation. 
 

ouR
inVEStoRS 

Analyse all our investments 
from an ESG point of view, and 

transparently communicate 
progress made.

 
 

ouR Social  
EnGaGEMEnt

Support long-term projects of 
general interest that are  

innovative and focused on  
social inclusion and training 

for professions of the 
future.

 
 

ouR
EMploYEES

Involve our teams in the  
evolution of our business 

through training and  
continuous improvement of 

working conditions.

 
 

ouR pEERS

Promote ESG and maximize 
the sharing of good practice, 

contributing to the work of the 
ESG Commission  
of France Invest.

https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/sdg8
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Recruiting an  
ESG analyst

activa capital joins the initiative climat 
2020 and is committed to fighting 
global warming by supporting its 
investments in reducing their 
carbon footprint

Participation in the different working groups of the 
ESG Commission of France Invest

3. our commitment to ESG 
Within our ecosystem

Signatory of the Manifesto 
to decarbonize Europe

Publication of  
Activa Capital’s ESG charter

Signatory of the  
UN’s  ‘Principles of  
Responsible Investment’

Participation in the creation of 
the France Invest Sustainable 
Development Club

Contribution to France  
Invest’s White Paper on Sustainable Development 
and Private equity 

Implementation of Activa Capital’s annual 
ESG survey within its portfolio companies

2014 2018

2017

2013

2010

2009

2016

http://www.activacapital.com
http://www.franceinvest.eu/
http://decarbonizeurope.org/en/
https://www.unpri.org/
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3. our commitment to ESG 
towards our team

b. Federating our team with community commitments

In October 2017, the Activa Capital team took 
part in the Odyssea race to support the fight 
against breast cancer. Thanks to 13 similar 
races organized throughout France in 2017, 
the association has been able to raise more 
than one million euros to fund the fight 
against breast cancer (research and support 
for afflicted women).

MySezame morning in January 2018

Following a first day of training with entrepreneurs, the Activa Capital 
team participated in a half day’s training in the UN Sustainable 
Development Goals and new organizational models (“corporate 
liberation”) to think about the future of the management company 
and the investor business.

The morning took place at Foodentropie’s premises in Nanterre, a 
food processing laboratory.

Food4thought meetings

In 2017, the entire Activa Capital team 
participated in four events to discover 
sustainable innovation projects in the agri-
food industry and meet entrepreneurs 
invested in the fight against food waste, 
beekeeping, as well as urban agriculture.

The Activa Capital team at Foodentropie’s premises on 15th January 2018

a. training activa capital in Sustainable development Goals  
 and new organizational models

Breakfast on the rooftop of Parisian department store BHV with the 
food tech start-up “Sous les Fraises”

https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/sdg8
http://www.odyssea.info/course/paris/
http://www.my-sezame.fr/
http://www.foodentropie.com/
http://www.foodentropie.com/
http://souslesfraises.com/
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Supporting the agence du don en nature (organisation redistributing unsold clothing to 
avoid wastage) in its growth

Activa Capital has been a sponsor of the association since its creation in 2008. After supporting several initiatives of the 
Agence du Don en Nature in recent years, we wanted to provide more personalized support to the Executive Director,  
Stéphanie Goujon, by making her meet our entrepreneurs and via a dedicated session of skills sponsorship.

3. our commitment to ESG  
Within the community

creating a partnership around 
sustainable agriculture and training

In June 2017, we met Nicolas Géant, entrepreneur 
and first beekeeper to offer businesses the 
opportunity of urban beekeeping. Through 
interacting with him and his team on the current 
issues of beekeeping, we decided together to 
create a partnership to develop the training of 
beekeepers.

Setting up the first diploma 
course in beekeeping 
alongside “apprentis d’auteuil”

Following a meeting in September 2017 with Beeopic and the Apprentis 
d’Auteuil foundation, Activa Capital is supporting the establishment of 
a training module for beekeeping. The module, called “Discovering 
urban beekeeping”, has been validated by the French ministry for 
agriculture and will be run by Beeopic as an option within 2 vocational 
baccalaureate diplomas. Activa Capital is funding the course via the 
apprenticeship tax.

Speech by Michael Diehl at the annual soirée at the Agence du Don en 
Nature in March 2017

The team of l’Agence du Don en Nature

The Beeopic team

c. developing our sponsorship around training and social inclusion

http://www.activacapital.com
https://www.adnfrance.org/
http://ruche-entreprise.com/
https://www.apprentis-auteuil.com/
https://www.apprentis-auteuil.com/
http://www.activacapital.com
http://ruche-entreprise.com/
https://www.adnfrance.org/
https://www.apprentis-auteuil.com/
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4. integrating ESG into our investment profession: 
ESG in the investment cycle

 
Inter-portfolio 

company exchange 
organisation around ESG 

performance

■  ESG review by trusted external third party

■  Action plan adapted for each portfolio company and 
quarterly monitoring by the Supervisory Board

■  ESG questionnaire sent to portfolio companies once a 
year since 2013

3. Exit

Valuation of ESG results in the exit papers 
(to come in 2018) 

Commitment of signatories of the Stakeholder’s 
Pact to follow ESG criteria and to be part of a  
progressive approach to balance economic  
interests and social responsibility of the company

1. pre-investment

■  Exclusion of certain “risk” sectors

■  Analysis of pre-LOI ESG issues and integration 
of results in the investment memorandum

■  Taking non-financial criteria and ESG 
performance  into account for the Investment 
Committee’s decision 

2. portfolio

■  Qualitative and quantitative presentation 
of the companies’ approach in the ESG 
annual report

■  Consolidation of ESG results at fund level

https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/sdg8
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1 HR director and 1 Quality/ cSR 
Supply chain Manager

1 Supply chain  
and logistics director

1  HR director 
and 1 communications Manager 

4. integrating ESG into our investment profession:  
Supporting managers in the transformation of their business

our support on ESG and innovation is based on our ecosystem (network of experts and community of entrepreneurs) and 
our toolbox (training and methodology). in our opinion, this is the key to creating synergies and enabling entrepreneurs to 
benefit from the best practices and expertise.

On 15th September 2017, the entire Activa Capital investment team 
and ACF3 fund managers met at Station F for a social innovation train-
ing day. After a morning of discovering new business models with a 
social impact and a lunch with social entrepreneurs, the managers 
were able to collaborate to solve their respective challenges relating 
to ESG via a method of collective intelligence. The day ended with a 
speech by Priscilla Rozé-Pagès, social intrapreneur at Air Liquide.

In 2017, several support functions were created to support business growth. Activa Capital helps entrepreneurs to get the best skills and support in 
finding these strategic talents.

Our ESG efforts have revealed that most of our HR directors shared 
the same issues or have asked us the same questions.

From this need was born the first “Hacktiva“; a working group and 
exchanges between our portfolio company HR directors. The 
first session in November 2017 allowed managers to share their 
questions, exchange best practices and benefit from the expertise of 
our community, through presentations made by the HR Director at  
Mont-Blanc Materne and the Digital Transformation Director of an 
industry SME. The morning ended with a lunch with HRTech start-ups 
(digital tools for HR).

1. training MySezame:

3. Recruitment at the heart of our innovation process:

2. First “Hacktiva” for HR:

http://www.activacapital.com
https://stationf.co/
https://www.momgroup.com/en/
http://www.my-sezame.fr/
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5. activa capital’s contribution to Sustainable  
development Goals
activa capital’s commitments:

In 2015, UN member countries adopted 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) aimed at eradicating poverty, protecting the planet, and ensuring 
prosperity and peace for people. These objectives are increasingly used by financial investors to define their ESG policy and measure their impact.

At Activa Capital, we believe in the role of the financial sector in the transition towards a fair and sustainable society and in achieving the 17 SDGs.

In this framework, and for the first time in 2018, Activa Capital decided to monitor the impact of its portfolio companies vis-à-vis the SDGs. We used 
a specialised trusted third party, INDEFI consulting firm, to identify the main contributions of our portfolio companies: contributions relating to their 
internal operating performance, as well as those related to their products and services.

https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/sdg8
https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/
https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/
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Support for associations favouring health and a 
healthy lifestyle:
■ Raid Amazones (Atlas for Men)
■ Petit Coeur de Beurre (HR Path)
■ L’étape du Coeur (LOOK Cycle)

Contribution to gender equality at work, notably 
thanks to the important presence of women in 
governance bodies. The Board of Directors has 
44% women among its members.

Improved health at work through installing a  
machine to filter the air in the workshops.

The accident frequency rate has been divided by 
4 in 2017, compared to 2016.

Setting up a business foundation planned for 
2018. Nearly €100,000 has been budgeted in 
2017 for the establishment of the Foundation in 
2018.

Integration of a donation module 
(“rounded solidarity”) in the pay-
roll software marketed by HR Path. 
For this first year, the Group has  
begun to deploy this tool internally 
and today nearly 20% of HR Path  
employees use it.

Reducing the environmental impact of  
production thanks to green printing techniques 
(Imprim’Vert label). 100% of paper printers are 
certified Imprim’Vert.

Adopting a code of good commercial conduct; 
important in terms of business ethics and the 
fight against corruption.

Specific project on cybersecurity and the protec-
tion of personal data. 

Manufacturing and sale of 
bicycles: positive impact on the 
health of its customers. Nearly 
200,000 bicycles kitted out by 
LOOK Cycle.

5. activa capital’s portfolio contributions to the  
Sustainable development Goals

operational performance impact of products and services

Your way to people success

Your way to people success

Your way to people success Your way to people success

http://www.activacapital.com
https://www.raidamazones.com/sommaire/
https://www.petitcoeurdebeurre.fr/page/43746-accueil
http://www.imprimvert.fr/page/1/Accueil
https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/sdg3
https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/sdg5
https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/sdg8
https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/sdg10
https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/sdg12
https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/sdg16
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Through its ESG Charter, Activa Capital has undertaken not only to monitor the ESG performance 
of its portfolio, but also to provide tailor-made support to meet the needs of each of the 
portfolio companies.

In this context, we have set up annual monitoring of companies’ ESG performance, which 
enables us to identify the key indicators for each company and to implement improvement 
actions adapted to the business and operational realities of our investments.

The ESG reporting tool  consists of four main components:

■ Governance 

■ Environment 

■ External Stakeholders 

■ Social and employment monitoring

In 2017 the reporting tool was sent to 5 of Activa Capital’s portfolio companies in fund ACF3 
(Alliance Etiquettes, Atlas for Men, HR Path, LOOK Cycle and Mecadaq Group). All companies 
were able to provide us with the 70 requested indicators. Among them, seven key indicators 
were the subject of a consolidated analysis at the portfolio level because they are representative 
of the material issues shared by our companies and the ESG performance of the portfolio.

6. analysis of the portfolio companies’ integration of 
sustainable development issues

Your way to people success

respondent businesses

key indicators monitored by businesses

indicators representative of the portfolio’s  
ESG performance

of the ACF2 portfolio companies which also report-
ed on their ESG indicators via the annual survey

5

70

7

100%

https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/sdg8
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Activa Capital promotes and supports employee shareholder 
ownership within its holdings.

All the portfolio companies have put equity investment schemes 
in place. 8.6% of the employees in Activa Capital’s portfolio are 
shareholders in their companies.

The commitment policy adopted by Activa Capital promotes the 
consideration of ESG issues within companies. All companies in the 
portfolio discuss ESG topics in each Supervisory Board.

All holdings have projects in place that aim to adopt the 
best practice of social responsibility in relation to their 
sector of activity.

Activa Capital is committed to supporting its investments in reducing 
their environmental impact. All the industrial companies in the 
portfolio have adopted initiatives to reduce their impact.

As a result, each of the industrial companies in the portfolio has  
stabilized or reduced its water consumption.

Source: Activa Capital 

ESG survey 2017

Source: Activa Capital ESG surveys 2016 and 2017

6. analysis of the portfolio companies’ integration of 
sustainable development issues  
cross-sectional analysis of portfolio (1/2)

Governance and external stakeholders

Environment

businesses that set up  
a capital participation 

mechanism

100%

100%

8.6%

discussion of ESG topics within the 
Supervisory board

Evolution of water consumption in industrial portfolio companies 
(in m3  per €m of turnover)

% of portfolio shareholder 
employees

Establishing a code of ethics

Specific work  
on cyber security

ISO 9001 Certification 

Imprim’Vert Certification

✓

✓

✓

✓

Your way to people success

2016
2017

Alliance Etiquettes LOOK Cycle Mecadaq Group
0

100

200

300

http://www.activacapital.com
http://www.imprimvert.fr/page/1/Accueil
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Activa Capital’s ESG policy places employees at the heart of the 
strategy of its portfolio companies.

In 2017, Activa Capital’s portfolio companies have close to 1,400 
employees, thanks to a combination of external growth and organic 
growth of the businesses. Note that 67 jobs created net are the result 
of job creation in 4 out of 5 portfolio companies, and not replacing 
temporary contracts in the 5th company.

*NB: Job creation has been calculated as FTE and takes into account 
permanent and temporary contracts.

The portfolio companies have a low accident frequency rate compared 
to the average in their sector of activity.

On average, the workplace accident frequency rate for companies 
in the portfolio is 4 accidents per million hours worked. It should be 
noted that in two of the companies no medical leave following an 
accident occurred in 2017.

*NB: Business B1, B4 et B5 are industrial businesses

The control of psychosocial risks is a key issue in measuring the non-
financial performance of companies.

A low rate of absenteeism is an indicator of a good social climate 
within a company. On average, portfolio companies have a low 
absenteeism rate of 2.2%, compared with an average of 4.6% in the 
private sector in France.

6. analysis of the portfolio companies’ integration of 
sustainable development issues 
cross-sectional analysis of portfolio (2/2)

Social

Job creation*

Work accident frequency rate*

absenteeism rate

1022

Business frequency rate

Sector average (2015)

Portfolio average

B1 B2 B3 B4 B5

Organic 
Growth

Staff at  
investment 

year

Weighted average  
absenteeism rate of portfolio 

companies

Aquisitive 
Growth

Staff 2017

67

+6.6% +29%

296 1385

2.2%

Source: Activa Capital ESG survey 2017

Source: Activa Capital ESG survey 2017

Source: Activa Capital ESG survey 2017

0

5 4

10

15

20

25

30

https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/sdg8
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With six production sites at the end of 2017, the management of Alliance Etiquettes wishes to 
develop a feeling of belonging to the Group.

The site managers and entrepreneurs of the Group worked together to define their common values 
and to share them with all stakeholders. This work materialized in drafting and putting online the 
Group’s website which highlights the values of responsiveness, proximity and quality.

In 2017, the Group went from 3 imprim’Vert certified sites to 5, ie all of its paper printing 
companies. This label entails for each workshop: good management of hazardous waste, safe 
storage of hazardous liquids, non-use of toxic products, monitoring energy consumption of the 
printing press and environmental awareness of employees and customers.

Alliance Etiquettes is a specialist consolidation platform for the creation and printing of  
premium labels for the wine and food industry. Alliance Etiquettes offers a wide range of  
printing processes suitable for all types of labels and customer needs.

number of employees: 149 (FtE 2017) 
turnover: €28.6m (on 31/12/2017)  
investment date: July 2015

indicators

ESG analysis 
Materiality and practices put in place

Green printing  
certification 

alliance Etiquettes

of paper printing 
sites are certified 
“Imprim’ Vert”

Drafting and publication of a 
charter of the group’s values on 
the website

“in order to unite all of our 
production sites, we have 
just recruited an HR manager 
and a communication and 
marketing manager, which 
will enable us to create a 
sense of belonging to a 
group.”

olivier laulan 
cEo

✓

100%

http://www.activacapital.com
http://www.imprimvert.fr/page/1/Accueil
https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/sdg8
http://www.imprimvert.fr/page/1/Accueil
http://www.activacapital.com/en/activa-capital-investment-portfolio/activa-capital-current-investments/279-alliance-etiquettes-en
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2016

376

2017

359

The adoption of new technologies, including digital printing and chemical-free development, 
has reduced the environmental impact of Alliance Etiquettes. These new printing techniques 
contribute to the reduction of water and paper consumption.

In 2017, at the Group’s instigation, the ENES site in Brittany invested €16,000 in a new system 
for developing offset printing plates (printing technique). This solvent-free water development 
system allows the use of water in a closed circuit and reduces the water consumption per 
developed plate.

This same site has also been equipped with a digital printer which enables a significant reduction 
of paper waste thanks to a reduction in pre-printing time. Despite a growing turnover, 4.6% 
savings in paper consumption were achieved on the ENES site, which corresponds to a reduction 
in paper purchasing costs of €44,000 compared to 2016.

new techniques

paper consumption  
at EnES 

SdG Exposure

alliance Etiquettes

sites equipped with a water  
development system

1 additional site equipped with 
a digital printer in 2017  
(2 in total)

2*

1

Sources Activa Capital ESG surveys 2016 and 2017 and Alliance Etiquettes roadmap 2017

* The 2 sites that develop offset plates

Savings 
made

(m2 of paper per €k of turnover)

4.6%

“digital printing today allows 
us to print with exactly the 
amount of ink and paper 
needed, a much higher 
responsiveness, higher 
quality and much faster 
delivery times than before.”

olivier laulan 
cEo

Spotlight on a project relating to the SdGs

https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/sdg8
http://www.activacapital.com/en/activa-capital-investment-portfolio/activa-capital-current-investments/279-alliance-etiquettes-en
https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/sdg8
https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/sdg12
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Sources: Activa Capital ESG Surveys 2015, 2016 and 2017

Indicator Scope: excluding the acquisitions made during the year

Despite two transformative acquisitions made during the last two years, the management of 
Mecadaq Group has been very careful to preserve the values of the family business which have 
always favoured the trust, commitment and loyalty of employees.

In this context, the management is attentive to the well-being of its employees, as demonstrated 
by a low employee turnover rate (11%) and a very low and declining absenteeism rate.

In 2017, the Group addressed the subject of water consumption within the context of growth in 
activity. As a result, the Group has achieved significant savings in its water consumption despite 
an increase in production.

Mecadaq Group

“after two build-ups carried out 
in 2016 and 2017, the group’s 
organization is changing with 
the recruitment of support func-
tions that will be positioned at 
group level especially to man-
age business operations  
or logistics.”

Julien dubecq 
cEo

Consolidation platform specialized in the machining and assembly of precision mechanical parts 
for aeronautics, Mecadaq Group is the preferred partner of major contractors across France  
(including Stelia Aerospace, Latécoère and PCC) and abroad.

number of employees: 292 (FtE 2017) 
turnover: €50.2m 
investment date: december 2015

2016

1,7%

2017

1,5%

absenteeism rate

Water consumption  
(in m3 per €m of turnover)

Lionel Blanc, COO / Ginette Iriberry, HR Manager / Aurélien Rannou, CFO 
Ernest Mainguyague, CTO / Julien Dubecq, CEO

indicators

ESG analysis 
Materiality and practices put in place

2015 2016

147 219

2017

112

http://www.activacapital.com
http://www.activacapital.com/en/activa-capital-investment-portfolio/activa-capital-current-investments/479-mecadaq
http://www.achttp://www.activacapital.com/en/activa-capital-investment-portfolio/activa-capital-current-investments/479-mecadaq
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Mecadaq Group

In 2017, Mecadaq Group made significant investments in its production facilities in order to 
improve both its productivity and the working conditions of its employees.

Thanks to the implementation of a health and safety risk management strategy and new means 
of production, no work accident occurred in 2017 – an exceptional performance within the 
sector.

The Tarnos historic site, which today serves as a pilot site for HR initiatives, has, among 
other things, conducted first aid training and implemented an air filtration system in the 
workshops.

These constant efforts have also led to a reduction in contributions relating to accidents at work 
(less than 1.9% of the payroll). accidents at work during 

the period

SdG Exposure

# of trained first-aiders13

Sources: Activa Capital ESG surveys 2015, 2016 and 2017 and Mecadaq roadmap 2017

2015

1

0

2016

5

2017

Spotlight on a project relating to the SdGs

“the crowning achievement of 
the ESG approach in 2017 was the 
installation of a suction and oil mist 
treatment system in the factory.”

aurélien Rannou 
Finance director

https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/sdg8
http://www.activacapital.com/en/activa-capital-investment-portfolio/activa-capital-current-investments/479-mecadaq
https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/sdg8
http://www.activacapital.com/en/activa-capital-investment-portfolio/activa-capital-current-investments/479-mecadaq
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LOOK Cycle is a flagship French company for sports, and especially bicycle, enthusiasts.

Most of the employees are also passionate, very attached to the exceptional, quasi patrimonial 
nature of the brand.

This commitment was supported by the company’s management, which has always paid particular 
attention to the health and safety of its employees. The Group works continuously, in cooperation 
with occupational health and within the framework of health and safety committees, to improve 
the ergonomics of employee work stations and therefore reduce occupational sickness.

In the same spirit, the Group has defined a travel policy for the safety of employees traveling 
abroad, particularly in asia and tunisia.

In 2017, LOOK Cycle’s President Federico Musi decided to relocate one of the Group’s 
Management Committees to the Tunisian site. The aim of this initiative was to make the 
members of the Management Committee experience the process of manufacturing frames 
and pedals, through operator training. This approach brought the leaders of the Group’s local 
teams closer together.

NB: The Tunisia site is ISO 9001 certified.

looK cycle

“the strength of looK 
cycle is innovation, 
across all areas, that is to 
say in products, in their 
improvement and in the 
development of new 
products. So inevitably this 
also leads to innovation 
in within our production 
systems.”

Fleur thommes 
HR director

LOOK Cycle is today a major player in high-level sport capitalizing on 30 years of experience at 
the highest level and an excellent command of carbon to design and manufacture exceptional 
bikes and high-end accessories.

number of employees: 282 (FtE 2017) 
turnover: €41.7m 
investment date: June 2016

LOOK Cycle

6.4

Sector average*

13.9

Work accident  
frequency rate

*Sector of manufacturing of  
bicycles and invalid vehicles

NB: number of accidents  
per million of hours worked

indicators

ESG analysis 
Materiality and practices put in place

Average absenteeism 
rate of sites in France  
and Tunisia.

2.74%

http://www.activacapital.com
http://www.activacapital.com/en/activa-capital-investment-portfolio/activa-capital-current-investments/510-look-cycle
http://www.activacapital.com/en/activa-capital-investment-portfolio/activa-capital-current-investments/510-look-cycle
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LOOK Cycle, as a bicycle manufacturer, makes a positive contribution to the adoption of a 
healthy lifestyle and therefore to SDG 3, on health and well-being for all.

In France, “the promotion of physical exercise in all its forms is a public health priority that aims, 
in particular, to prevent chronic noncommunicable diseases and loss of autonomy” (Ministry  
of Sports).

In 2017, LOOK Cycle has kitted out more than 200,000 bikes with accessories (pedals, frames 
or wheels).

Moreover, during its participation in the Tour de France each year, Look supports the L’étape 
du Cœur event, from which all funds collected are donated to the Patronage Heart Surgery 
Association.

Key indicators

turnover with a positive 
contribution to health100%

“look cycle has supported the patronage Heart Surgery  
association for several years, especially through a magical  
fundraising event during the tour de France, called the Etape du 
cœur, during which one or more volunteers are welcomed to ride 
the Etape with us.” 
 
Federico Musi 
cEo

looK cycle

Spotlight on a project relating to the SdGs

SdG Exposure

Number of 
bicycles kitted out 
by Look Cycle in 
2017 

+200,000

https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/sdg8
https://www.mecenat-cardiaque.org/
https://www.mecenat-cardiaque.org/
https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/sdg16
https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/sdg5
https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/sdg8
https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/sdg3
https://www.mecenat-cardiaque.org/
https://www.mecenat-cardiaque.org/
http://www.activacapital.com/en/activa-capital-investment-portfolio/activa-capital-current-investments/510-look-cycle
http://www.activacapital.com/en/activa-capital-investment-portfolio/activa-capital-current-investments/510-look-cycle
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Source: Activa Capital ESG survey 2017 

For companies in the distribution sector, supply chain risk management is a priority issue.

Atlas for Men has formalized a guide for suppliers and systematically includes ESG clauses in 
its purchasing terms.

To strengthen this approach and support the Purchasing team on a daily basis in these ESG 
initiatives, the Group has recruited a cSR Quality Manager, who arrived in March 2018.

Recruited 6 months after Activa Capital’s investment, the HR Manager at Atlas for Men has made 
the well-being of the employees and the employer brand her priorities for 2017 and 2018.

During a seminar in September 2017, the teams were able to work together on the values   of the 
company, which made it possible to formulate a coherent and structured HR policy around the 
needs of the employees. The HR manager has also ensured that 100% of employees benefit 
from annual and professional interviews.

All these actions have allowed the company to record a low rate of absenteeism (2.4%), bearing 
in mind that the average rate in the private sector in France is 4.6%.

atlas for Men

“if we talk about values   at aFM, 
there are three words that stand 
out: the first is the commitment 
of the employer but also the 
commitment of employees. 
the second is agility, this 
ability to adapt permanently to 
our environment. the third is 
respect: we are launching many 
initiatives to find the balance 
between professional and 
personal life, important for our 
employees.”

Gwenaëlle Martin 
HR Manager

Created in 1999, Atlas for Men is a brand of men’s outdoor clothing and accessories sold at 
attractive prices. Atlas for Men has developed a multichannel distance selling model with a 
presence in 10 European countries and particularly in France and Germany.

number of employees: 104 (FtE 2017) 
turnover: €166m (2017) 
investment date: august 2016 Inclusion of ESG clauses in the 

conditions of purchase

ESG Responsible  
in the Purchase Department

✓

✓

of employees 
have benefited 
from yearly 
reviews

Absenteeism  
rate

100%

2.4%

indicators

ESG analysis 
Materiality and practices put in place

http://www.activacapital.com
http://www.activacapital.com/en/activa-capital-investment-portfolio/activa-capital-current-investments/520-atlas-for-men
http://www.activacapital.com/en/activa-capital-investment-portfolio/activa-capital-current-investments/520-atlas-for-men
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Atlas for Men contributes directly towards SDG 5 which is focused on promoting women’s place 
in the economy, their financial autonomy and gender equality.

Currently, 75% of Atlas for Men employees are women and the Group is attentive to the 
appointment of women to management positions and governance bodies.

In 2017, women represented 14% of Supervisory Board members and 44% of the Management 
Committee.

Atlas for Men also encourages this dynamic through sport, by sponsoring the “Raid amazones”, 
the only nature expedition travelling the world and 100% female: in 2017, 4 employees were 
able to participate thanks to the financial support of the company.

Source: Activa Capital ESG survey 2017 

“When we talk about team 
commitment, we have the 
perfect example. For a few 
years now, atlas for Men is the 
official equipment supplier 
for “Raid amazones” (amazon 
expeditions). our employees, 
in particular female employees, 
let us know they were willing to 
participate in expeditions, which 
is why we sent four employees 
to cambodia this year to 
participate in the 2017 amazon 
Raid. it’s a women’s expedition 
with five sporting events spread 
over five days.” 

Marc delamarre 
cEo

atlas for Men

Supervisory 
Board

Management 
Committee

14%

44%

Staff

75%

percentage of women in the company 

Spotlight on a project relating to the SdGs

SdG Exposure

https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/sdg8
https://www.raidamazones.com/sommaire/
https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/sdg16
https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/sdg5
http://www.activacapital.com/en/activa-capital-investment-portfolio/activa-capital-current-investments/520-atlas-for-men
http://www.activacapital.com/en/activa-capital-investment-portfolio/activa-capital-current-investments/520-atlas-for-men
https://www.raidamazones.com/sommaire/
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Source: Activa Capital ESG survey 2017 

Given the dynamics of its line of business, HR Path has been involved in a job creation process 
for the past few years. In 2017, the Group created 82 new jobs.

As part of the “agile Enterprise” approach adopted by HR path, which promotes employee 
autonomy and initiative, the Group’s capital was opened up to employees on each of the five 
capital increases.

This approach also consists in maintaining a low level of hierarchy and a high transparency in 
communications so as to favour smooth labour relations. The quarterly visit of the founding 
directors to each of the HR Path sites to share the Group’s news is an example of this.

HR path

“today, more than 15% of 
employees have invested in 
the group’s capital. For us, 
this is a very strong indicator 
of employee loyalty as those 
who decide to invest their 
money in the group testify 
to their faith in HR path’s 
long-term project. For us 
it is really a very positive 
element.”

chloé philibert 
HR director

Founded in 2001, the group HR Path specialises in HR and HRIS solutions and employs 500 
consultants in 4 areas of expertise: HR and HRIS consulting, implementation of HRIS, outsourcing 
of HR solutions, publishing and distribution of HR software. 

number of employees: 558 (FtE 2017) 
turnover: €69.3m (2017) 
investment date: March 2017

Your way to people success

Total organic job creation 
since Activa Capital’s 
investment 

% of employee  
shareholders

+82

15%

indicators

ESG analysis 
Materiality and practices put in place

http://www.activacapital.com
http://www.activacapital.com/en/activa-capital-investment-portfolio/activa-capital-current-investments/538-hr-path
http://www.activacapital.com/en/activa-capital-investment-portfolio/activa-capital-current-investments/538-hr-path
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positive contribution toward SdG 3: good health and well-being  
for everyone

As a result of an employee initiative, HR Path has developed a donation module (“rounded 
solidarity”) in the payroll software designed and marketed by the Group, that enables employees 
to round-down their monthly net income and give the difference to an association.

For this first year, the Group has begun to deploy this tool internally and today nearly 20% of HR 
Path employees use this form of collaborative sponsorship. In addition, HR Path has put in place 
a contribution that is added to the donations of its employees.

Employee donations are donated to a charity (Petit Coeur de Beurre) that works for people born 
with congenital heart disease and their families.

positive contribution towards SdG 10: reducing inequality

Following the MySezame training deployed by Activa Capital, HR Path accelerated the project to 
set up a corporate foundation, a budget of €100,000 was allocated in 2017 for a launch planned 
for 2018. The objective of the Foundation is the integration through sport of young people  
in difficulty. 

Key indicators

% of employee sponsors 
via the rounded-down 
monthly salary

HR Path Corporate  
Foundation Budget (2018)

20%

€100k

Source: Activa Capital ESG survey 2017 

“We decided to create a 
foundation that provides 
opportunities to young 
people in difficulty. the aim 
is to identify young people 
who are on a troubled path 
and bring them professional 
success through the conduit 
of studies and sport.”

cyril courtin  
& François boulet  
co-founders of the group

HR path

Your way to people success

Spotlight on a project relating to the SdGs

SdG Exposure

https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/sdg8
https://www.petitcoeurdebeurre.fr/page/43746-accueil
https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/sdg16
https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/sdg8
https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/sdg10
https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/sdg3
http://www.activacapital.com/en/activa-capital-investment-portfolio/activa-capital-current-investments/538-hr-path
http://www.activacapital.com/en/activa-capital-investment-portfolio/activa-capital-current-investments/538-hr-path
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7. conclusion:
activa capital’s Roadmap for 2018

2017 was a year of experimentation for Activa Capital. We have relied on the foundation established for the last 10 years to deepen our ESG  
approach in the companies we support and our team.

 Today, we believe that ESG plays at least 3 roles:

■ it is an integral part of reporting to our stakeholders;
■ it is a comprehensive and reasoned approach to business risks;
■ it is an opportunity for SMEs to innovate and improve continuously.
 
The diversity and scope of these roles has led us to believe that taking ESG into account is a central element of the sustainability of the SMEs that 
we support.
 

2018 will be the year of a double ambition:

■ Formalising a comprehensive and open ESG toolbox for entrepreneurs;
■ Setting and achieving ambitious and measurable ESG objectives for our companies that are aligned with their development and  

growth prospects.

the activa capital team

http://www.activacapital.com
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